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Abstract— Orthogonal variable spreading factor (OVSF) channeliza-
tion codes are widely used to provide variable data rates for support-
ing different bandwidth requirements in WCDMA systems. Much work
in the literature has intensively investigated code placement/replacement
schemes in OVSF code trees to reduce the code blocking probability and
reassignment code. This work introduces a new code tree structure,
namely an ROVSF (rotated-OVSF) code tree, whose the code capability
is the same as that of the traditional OVSF code tree. Using the single
code placement and replacement schemes usually lead to the internal and
external fragmentation problems in the traditional OVSF or ROVSF code
trees. The internal and external fragmentation problems can be efficiently
improved by using the multi-code placement and replacement schemes.
Therefore, this work mainly investigates both multi-code placement and
replacement problems in a ROVSF code tree system. In this paper, we de-
veloped new multi-code placement and replacement schemes in a ROVSF
code tree to offer the results of the less code blocking probability and less
reassignment cost. Finally, the simulation results illustrate that our multi-
code placement/replacement results based on the ROVSF code tree can
actually improve the code blocking probability and the code reassignment
cost.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless communication technology has been recently and
widely investigated to significantly increase subscribers, traf-
fic, and new bandwidth-consuming applications, such as mo-
bile learning, mobile gaming, music down-loading and wire-
less video streaming. The capacity demand is supplied by pro-
vision of new spectrum technology, namely wideband CDMA
or WCDMA (Wideband Code Division Multiple Access), in
order to create a global standard for real-time multimedia ser-
vices and support international roaming. Many existing results
for code placement and replacement schemes are discussed in
[1][2][3][4][5]. Tseng et al. proposed single-code placement
and replacement schemes in WCDMA systems [5]. The algo-
rithm for single-code placement/replacement is simple, but it
possibly incurs many fragmental codes which produce a code
blocking problem. Minn et al. [3] developed a dynamic as-
signment of OVSF codes to provide an optimal dynamic code
assignment (DCA) scheme, which reassigns codes with min-
imum costs. To reduce internal and external fragmentations
of OVSF codes, Chao et al. [1] recently developed the multi-
code placement and replacement schemes in WCDMA sys-
tems. Moreover, the multi-OVSF code placement and replace-
ment scheme [1] can reduce the code blocking problem by us-
ing the code-separation operation.

Two problems, external and internal fragmentation prob-
lems, are needed to be investigated in the WCDMA OVSF code
tree management. External fragmentation problem happens
when the capacity of the code tree is still enough to support the
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new arrival code, but the code tree is too fragmental to place
the code. It is due to the limit for the capacity of WCDMA
OVSF code tree and the number of available orthogonal codes.
Internal fragmentation problem occurs when the request trans-
mission rate is not power of two, but the data rates of WCDMA
OVSF code tree are all power of two. It wastes the code tree
capacity.

In this paper, we introduce a new code tree structure, namely
an ROVSF (rotated-OVSF) code tree, whose the code capabil-
ity is the same as that of the traditional OVSF code tree. In [2],
Chen et al. developed single-code placement and replacement
schemes in the ROVSF code tree to improve the code blocking
probability and the code reassignment cost. Similarly, using the
single code placement and replacement schemes lead to the in-
ternal and external fragmentation problems in the ROVSF code
tree. To reduce the internal and external fragmentations of
ROVSF codes, this work investigates the multi-code placement
and replacement schemes in the ROVSF code tree. In this pa-
per, we developed new multi-code placement and replacement
schemes in a ROVSF code tree to efficiently reduce the internal
and external fragmentation problems. Finally, the simulation
results illustrate that our multi-code placement/replacement
schemes have the better performance achievements.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II in-
troduces the ROVSF code tree. The multi-code placement and
replacement schemes based on the ROVSF code tree are pre-
sented in Section III and Section IV. In Section V, we discuss
the simulation results to demonstrate the improvement in per-
formance. Section VI concludes this paper.

II. THE ROVSF CODE TREE

In this paper, we initially define a new code tree, namely
ROVSF (Rotated OVSF) code tree, and then propose a code
placement/replacement algorithms on the ROVSF code tree.
Several properties of the ROVSF code tree are further inves-
tigated in this article. Channelization codes in the ROVSF
code tree have a unique description as RCSF�k, where SF is
the spreading factor of the code and k is the code number,
� � k � SF . Each level in the code tree defines channeliza-
tion codes of length SF , corresponding to a spreading factor of
SF . The code RCSF�k is denoted as a ROVSF code, observe
that if any ROVSF code RCX�Y is orthogonal to its two chil-
dren codes, RC�X��Y�� and RC�X��Y . The ROVSF code tree
is formally defined as follows.

Definition 1: ROVSF Code Tree: The ROVSF code of root
node of ROVSF code tree is assumed as 1, and two children
codes of the root node are initially set to be ������� and
���� ��, respectively. Consider a neighboring ROVSF codes
RCi�j � �A� and RCi�j��� �B� at k-th level, i � �k� of code
tree, where A and B denote as the ROVSF codes of RCi�j and
RCi�j��, respectively. Two children codes ofRCi�j at �k���-
th level of ROVSF code tree are RC�i��j�� � ��B��B� and
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Fig. 1. Rotated OVSF (ROVSF) code-tree

Fig. 2. Relationship of ROVSF and OVSF code trees

RC�i��j � �B��B�. Similarly, two children codes ofRCi�j��

are RC�i��j�� � �A��A� and RC�i��j�� � ��A��A�. Two
codes �P�Q� and �R�S� are said as brother codes if Q � S
and P is the complement of R, i.e., P � �R.

Fig. 1 shows an example of the ROVSF code tree. The key
feature existing in the ROVSF-based scheme to reduce the code
blocking probability is the linear-code chain as illustrated in
Fig. 2. Observe that every node of an OVSF code tree is logi-
cally mapped to the corresponding node of a ROVSF code tree.
These mapping nodes can form a code-chain, which is called
as a linear-code chain. Observe that, one or more linear-code
chains may exist in a ROVSF code tree. A linear-code chain is
formally defined as follows.

Definition 2: Linear-Code Chain: Given a data rate,
Rmax � �log�Rmax (or called a chain-max-code), we denote
S as a linear-code chain as follows.
1) Let linear-code chain S be a subset of Sk � �Rmax, Rmax
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,
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same level of the ROVSF code tree, and � � k � log��Rmax�.

III. MULTI-CODE PLACEMENT SCHEME ON ROVSF
CODE TREE

To reduce the internal fragmentation and external fragmen-
tation problems, multi-code placement scheme is developed
herein. Three phases are performed in the multi-code place-
ment scheme; (1) multi-code separation phase, (2) multi-code
LCC placement phase, and (3) multi-code NCC placement
phase. In the multi-code separation phase, multiple codes are
calculated and determined if a new call with a rate requirement
is not the power of two. The use of multi-codes provides high
probability for high data-rate requirements.. We initially as-
sign the request data-rate codes to the LCCs in the multi-code
LCC placement phase. If we fail to find feasible codes in the
LCCs, then we may try to find possible codes from NCCs in
the multi-code NCC placement phase. From [2], we have the
important result that linear-code chain is designed to reduce the
code blocking probability in the placement scheme due to the
code locality property. The utilization of LCCs significantly

impacts the code blocking probability. Basically, the higher
utilization of LCCs is, the lower the code blocking probabil-
ity will be. Considering a n-layer ROVSF code tree, there ex-
ist �n���� linear-code chains, where the chain-max-code is
Rmax � ����, the height of LCCs is assumed to be �, and k
codes are used.

A. Phase 1: Multi-Code Separation

First, the incoming call is separated into multiple codes
as follows. The request call is recursively derived to fit
ROVSF code tree by the code separation equation, f k�i� ���
�

�
dlg ie

n � ��
�blg ic � fk���i� �blg ic� fk�i� � ����� n � ��
���� � fk���i� ����� fk�i� � ����� n � ��

Therefore, multiple codes are extracted from equation
fk�x�R � x�R � x�R � ��� � xkR by the descending order.
For instance, assumed that Rmax � 	 and two codes are used.
If an incoming call is 6R� then 4R and 2R are obtained, where
f��
�R � 	R� �R.

B. Phase 2: Multi-Code LCC Placement

¿From multi-code separation phase, f k�x�R � x�R �
x�R � ��� � xkR� where xi is the power of 2, � � i � k�
The multi-code LCC placement operation is to sequentially as-
signed xi into LCCs. Consider an n-layer ROVSF code tree,
for which �n���� LCCs exists, where the chain-max-code
Rmax � ����.

The LCC placement phase will try to assign xi� � � i � k�
to each of LCCs from left to right. Each linear-code chain has
its own bit-word BW , this work can be achieved by check-
ing by a bit-word sequence �BW�� BW�� � � � � BW�n���� �. In
our scheme, a leftmost-like strategy is used as follows. We
initially try to assign the incoming data rate xiR to BW�� If
this fails, we continue by trying BW�� We repeatedly execute
the above operation until xiR can be assigned to BWj � where
j � �n����� If we still cannot assign xiR to BW�n���� � then
we perform the multi-code NCC placement operation, which is
described later.

Now we describe how to assign xi in fk�x�R � x�R �
x�R � ��� � xkR� xi where � � i � k, to an LCC with
BW � �bm� bm��� bm��� � � � � b�� b��� bp � �� �� or ��� ��, and
� � p � m, and BW is one of BW�� BW�� � � � � BW�n���� �
� Let � � log� xi� where fk�x�R � x�R � x�R � ��� � xkR
is the request data rate. Observe that if LCC kept BW �
�bm� bm��� bm��� � � � � �bj � bj�� �� � � � � ��� where bj � �� then
we cannot assign any data rate xiR into the LCC if � � j�
But we still can assign data rate xiR into the LCC if � � j
and b� � �� Consider fk�x�R � x�R � x�R � ��� � xkR�
the formal algorithm of multi-code LCC placement operation
is given.
Step 1: Repeatedly perform the following assignment to as-
sign the xiR, � � i � k� into l-th LCC with a bit-word BWl,
where � � l � �n���� and � � log� xi.
(a) Try to assign xiR into l-th LCC to change the bit-
word BWl from �bm� bm��� bm��� � � � � ��� ��j � �� � � � � �� to
�bm� bm��� bm��� � � � � ��� ��j � �� � � � � �� if bj�� � � and all
b� � �, where r � � � j. If the assignment is successful, then
go to Step 2.
(b) If a �bm� bm��� bm��� � � � � �bj � bj�� �� � � � � �� exists and
� � j�and bj � �� then the assignment fails even if b� � �.
If � � j and b� � �� then the assignment is successful; go to
Step 2.
(c) If b� � � and one value of b� � �� where r � �� then the
assignment fails; go to Step 1.



Fig. 3. Example of LCC placement phase

Step 2: If the incoming data rate xiR� � � i � k� cannot
be assigned to the last LCC with bit-word BW�n���� , then
execute the multi-code NCC placement phase.

For instance, consider the ROVSF code tree in Fig. 3(a). As-
sume that there is a new call with a rate requirement f ��
�R �
	R � �R. Data rate 	R is assigned to RC��� on the first LCC
with bit-word ��� �� �� and �R is assigned to RC��� on the first
LCC with bit-word ��� �� ��. Another example, shown in Fig.
3(c), is of a new call with 
R � 	R��R, thus 	R and �R are
assigned to RC��� and RC���� respectively.

C. Phase 3: Multi-Code NCC Placement

If a data rate, xi� where incoming data rate f k�x�R �
x�R� x�R� ���� xkR� fails to be assigned in the multi-code
LCC placement phase, then multi-code NCC placement phase
is performed to assign xi into NCCs, where � � log� xi. Ob-
serve that an NCC is a sub-tree which contains no LCC. We
give the formal algorithm of NCC placement operation.
Step 1: Repeatedly perform the following procedure to assign
data rates, xi� to nodes of a neighboring sub-tree of the l-th
LCC with a bit-word BWl, where � � l � �n���� and � �
log� xi.
(a) If a LCC with a bit-word BWl � �b� � �� �� �� �� � � � � ��,
indicates that a node � in LCC is already assigned the same
data rate xiR� then we may assign xiR to a neighboring node
of node � of the LCC on the level � of the ROVSF code tree.
(b) If an LCC with a bit-word BWl = ��� �� � � � � �� ��� ��j �
�� � � � � �� is existed if � � j� then we may assign xiR to nodes
on the same level j of neighboring sub-tree of the LCC.
Step 2: If data rate xiR eventually cannot be assigned to
neighboring codes of any LCCs, then x iR is blocked.

For example, consider a ROVSF code tree as shown in Fig.
4(a). A new call with a rate requirement f ��
�R � 	R��R ex-
ists, however the multi-code LCC code placement operation as-
signs �R toRC��� but fails to be assigned for 	R, therefore 	R
is assigned to RC��� in the multi-code NCC placement phase
as shown in Fig. 4(b). Another example is given as shown in
Fig. 4(c) Fig. 4(d).

IV. MULTI-CODE REPLACEMENT SCHEME ON ROVSF
CODE TREE

The code (internal/external) fragment problem always oc-
curs in a code tree after a number of variable data codes have
been allocated and released. To completely eliminate code
blocking with less reassignment cost, a multi-code replacement
scheme is developed to relocate some codes in the ROVSF code
tree to ”squeeze” a free space for the new call. To

To minimize the number of reassigned codes, Minn and Siu
[3] developed a dynamic assignment of OVSF codes to provide
a dynamic code assignment (DCA) scheme. The DCA algo-
rithm is guaranteed to eliminate the code blocking problem.

Fig. 4. Example of NCC placement phase

The use of linear-code chains can reduce the code blocking
probability during the code placement operation. Our multi-
code replacement scheme aims to reduce the reassignment cost
for ROVSF code tree management. Our proposed multi-code
replacement scheme on the ROVSF code tree is modified from
the DCA algorithm [3] as follow.

Our ROVSF-based DCA-modified algorithm is given We
modify the DCA algorithm to be a ROVSF-based DCA algo-
rithm by providing a different rule of the minimum-cost branch
[3] for the ROVSF code tree. Consider that a ROVSF code tree
has sufficient code capacity, assumed that there are �n����

nodes RC�n���l� where � � l � �n��� Each node RC�n���l�
denoted as a branch node is used to maintain a branch cost.
The branch cost is a count variable used to estimate the num-
ber of assigned codes. The branch cost also denotes the number
of assigned codes which needs to be reassigned.. The greater
the number of the count variable is, the higher reassignment
cost will be. Each node,RC�n���l, forms a sub-tree, for which
RC�n���l is viewed as its root. Each node, RC�n���l, con-
nects to an LCC or NCC, depending on whether the value of l
is odd or even. For each RC�n���l, the branch cost, denoted
Ci � C�RC�n���j�, is determined by the total number of as-
signed nodes in the neighboring sub-tree or branch. Assuming
thatRC�n���l andRC�n���j are a pair of neighboring nodes, a
minimum-cost branch is determined as follows. A branch node
is said to be a minimum-cost branch, which is determined by
Min

��i��n��
Ci. To reorganize the ROVSF code tree structure in

order to obtain the higher date rate, all assigned codes in the
neighboring sub-tree are released and reallocated to other sub-
trees.. The reallocating operation occurs by sequentially per-
forming our code placement algorithm for each of the assigned
codes in the neighboring sub-tree.

To eliminate the code blocking problem in ROVSF code tree
with less reassignment cost, the code replacement algorithm is
formally given. Consider a incoming rate f k�x�R � x�R �
x�R� ���� xkR� where xi is the power of 2, � � i � k� each
of xi is executed the following operations.
Step 1: Check to see if the ROVSF code tree has sufficient
code capacity to offer a new call with the data rate requirement
xiR. If it is failed, reject this request.
Step 2: Once the request is allowed, a ROVSF-based DCA al-
gorithm is performed; a minimum-cost branch is initially found
which accommodate the date rate, xiR.
Step 3: Sequentially execute the multi-code LCC or NCC
placement operations to relocate all assigned codes in the
neighboring sub-tree for the minimum-cost branch.

For example as shown in Fig. 5, the total free capacity of
the ROVSF code tree is 
R. A new call is requested a data rate
f��
�R � 	R � �R exists, however it is failed for both the
multi-code LCC and NCC placement phases. The multi-code
replacement operation is applied as follows; RC����� RC���	



Fig. 5. Example of code replacement

are moved to RC����� and RC�����, and 	R is assigned to
RC���, and then RC���� is moved to RC������ and �R is fi-
nally assigned to RC���.

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

We have developed a discrete event simulator to evaluate
the performance achievement. To examine the effectiveness of
our scheme, it mainly compared with OVSF-based multi-code
placement/replacement schemes in [1]. In the following simu-
lator, we used OR2, OL2, OC2, OM2, RL2, RC2, and RM2, to
denote different type of code trees and code placement strate-
gies, where the first letter indicates the type of code tree (O
=OVSF and R =ROVSF), the second letter indicates the code
placement strategy (R = Random, L = Leftmost, C = Crowded-
first, and M = Mostuser-first) and the third letter indicates the
number of codes can be used in a call (2 codes are used). Each
curve is obtained by about 1000 simulation runs, where each
run contains at least 4000 accepted calls. The system parame-
ters in our simulator are given as follows.
� Capacity test: code-limited.
� Maximum spreading factors: 256 to reflect values following
IS-95 and WCDMA standards.
� Call arrival process: Poisson distribution with a mean arrival
rate � � 	 to 
	 calls/unit time (SF � ��
).
� Mean call duration time: Exponentially distributed with a
mean value of four time units.
� Possible transmission rates: �� �� � 	� �� 
� �� or �R.

In the following, we illustrate our simulation results from
various perspectives.

A. Impact of Multi-Code Placement

Fig. 6(a) shows the code blocking probability if only code
placement is implemented, under fixed mean arrival rate and
SF � ��
. The ROVSF-based scheme with leftmost strategy
(RL2) has the lowest code blocking probability. This is be-
cause that code blocking is always occurred for the new calls
with high transmission rate. Recalled that the LCC has the un-
sequence allocation property [2]. Therefore, the lower code
blocking probability is obtained because that our scheme tries
to allocate most multi-code requests onto the LLCs. Using
RL2, our scheme can allocate more codes into LCCs. Only a
few code requests, which are allocated outside the LCCs, may
experience code blocking problems. To understand the effect of
utilization of LCCs vs. code blocking probability, the utiliza-
tion of LCCs for RL2, RC2, and RM2 are given in Fig. 6(b),
where SF � ��
� Basically, the higher the utilization of LCCs
is, the lower the code blocking probability that is obtained. For
instance, the utilizations of LCC of RL2 are 1 and 0.85, and the
code blocking probabilities are 0 and 0.15, respectively. Sim-
ilar results for RC and RM schemes can be obtained in Fig.
6(b). Observe that our scheme tries to properly assign most
multi-codes into LCCs, thus the lower code blocking probabil-
ity than other schemes can be obtained.

B. Impact of Multi-Code Replacement

The code replacement scheme is designed to completely
eliminate the code blocking problem since that there is suffi-

Fig. 6. SF � ���: (a) blocking probability at different traffic load and (b)
utilization of linear-code chains

Fig. 7. SF � ��� (a) number of code reassignments to remove code-blocking
(b) the impact of the length of LCC on blocking probability

cient free capacity. To see the efficiency of our multi-code re-
placement scheme, observe that the total number of code reas-
signments. Fig. 7 shows that RL2 has the lowest reassignment
cost, when compared to all other schemes. This is possibly be-
cause that the RL2 has the better utilization of LCCs, thus it
can reduce the total number of code reassignments to accom-
modate the new call with high data rate. Consequently, our
ROVSF-based scheme has an improved number of code reas-
signments.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we introduce a new code tree structure, namely
an ROVSF (rotated-OVSF) code tree, whose the code capabil-
ity is the same as that of the traditional OVSF code tree. To
reduce the internal and external fragmentation problems in the
ROVSF code trees, we mainly investigates multi-code place-
ment and replacement problems in a ROVSF code tree system
to offer the results of the less code blocking probability and
less reassignment cost. Finally, the simulation results illustrate
that our multi-code placement/replacement results based on the
ROVSF code tree can actually improve the code blocking prob-
ability and the code reassignment cost.
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